Blanche Blecha Announces Committee Heads for Drive

Committee Booths for this year’s spring Blood Drive will be open daily in the main campus between 12 noon and 7 p.m. The Booths will be located in the Student Union, the Student Activities Building, the Student Center and the Social Sciences Building. The血 Drive Committee will be headed by Blanche Blecha.

Stato's Talk to Contest

Idaho Coeds Take Contest

Coeds take the lead in this year's statewide Walter Bond Apartheid contest. Idaho Coeds have already competed in the State of Idaho and have scored high marks in this national event. Idaho Coeds have also received the highest marks among the Top 100 Coeds in the nation.

Executive Board Interviews

Board Member Blasts Apathetic; Moe Labels Students Student Leaders

The board member blasts the apathy of the student body, but Moe also labels the students as leaders. The board member says that the students are not taking the necessary actions to improve the campus, but Moe disagrees and labels the students as leaders.

Committee Gets New Title; District Chairman Named

The committee has received a new title and a new chairman. The committee will be renamed the District Chairman.

On the Calendar

World Student Action, 30 a.m.
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**Is Prestige Important?**

When a high school graduate considers applying for college, the prestige of the school is just as important as personal instruction and the reputation the students who have attended. In fact, all the factors of a school should be strongly considered.

No doubt prestige is more important than the quality of an education.

**Gregory Needs You!**

The committee has gathered together a list of the important students in the area for the next few months.

If you are interested in working with the committee, please contact us immediately.

**Book Buying Policy**

**AN OPEN LETTER TO ALL STUDENTS:**

We would like, at this time, to state our book buying policy so it will be fresh in your mind.

First, let's dispense with an obvious fact which seems to be prevalent at this season of year. YOU ARENT GOING TO GET YOUR DOCTOR'S BOOKS TO READ THEM. You are going to relieve the freight load book (if you are a hitchhiker!), so you can have books for the next two semesters—and in the process—aquire some loose change, and perhaps money for yourself.

Second, let's classify the books you will have for use. They will be divided as follows:

- Current—copyright books, now in use by the campus and which professors have told us to re-use, and on which our existing stock is inadequate for support of the current semester. We will be prepared for the next two semesters—and in the process—aquire some loose change, and perhaps money for yourself.

- Next semester—books available for use in the next semester. We will be prepared for the next two semesters. We will be prepared for the next two semesters.

- Class 2—Several titles of current copyright books have been cropped on our campus but are still being used on other campuses. Therefore, we allow a used book to be returned to our stock. Obvously, libraries must keep books at a low enough figure to cover their operating costs, including personnel, property costs, salaries, materials, traveling expenses, and the possibility of a title going "out of print." We will pay you for books at the rate of $1.00 for a new book. It is worth $1.00 to us if you bought it for $1.00. We will pay you $1.00 for the next two semesters—and in the process—aquire some loose change, and perhaps money for yourself.

- Class 3—class consists of odd elections, out of print books, used books to be returned to us, or to the library, and you had best keep them for your private edification.

We hope this letter will explain a few of the complexities of the book buying business. We hope you will see the use of the book as a means to an end, and that you will not hold us too responsible. We hope you will see our policy as a simple way of making sure our campus has the books it needs.
This Spring - like Weather Is Doing Its Disruptive Work

By MARGA BURKEM

Early spring weather is doing its best to prevent homeowne rs from thinking about the season to come. Activities are being held in honor of the heat and cold.

Many home owners are still being fooled about what season is to expect in the spring. The Easter holiday was held last week.

Recently, the weather was very cold, and it is rumored that the season of spring will be prolonged.

The Little Sisters of Mercy and the Good Friday parade were held in honor of the season.

In the meantime, the weather is very cold, and it is reported that the weather will remain cold.
Hoosters Meet Beavers Tonite; Maren Continues Scoring Lead

The hard-breathing Vandals band which rescued Valhalla Hill in the last instant yesterday with a 10-point sweep in overtime, is now set to hold off an even more aggressive challenge from Oregon State this evening (6 p.m.) in the weathered Colosseum. Playing for the Oregon bench are Coach Frank O'lle, a 15-year veteran whose graduates to the best part of his fine band. Joe Clayman's Vandals hold a 3-to-1 mark in two battles this year, while Oregon has won three. For the weekend, the Vandals have lost to the Oregon State in the 167-point sweep on the 29th. O'lle is a former Notre Dame star, and is now their third-string center. The trip to Oregon and Ben Fields, center; Ross, with Leon Gilliam; Gerald Graft, Lynn Halsey, Hugh Kempl, James, Bant Perry, and John Brown.

Two Bowled Over By SU Bouicokers

During yesterday morning's NCAA Tournament held at the Los Angeles Coliseum, the Vandals were defeated by the SU Bows over a 3-to-1 margin. The 167-point sweep on the 29th. O'lle is a former Notre Dame star, and is now their third-string center. The trip to Oregon and Ben Fields, center; Ross, with Leon Gilliam; Gerald Graft, Lynn Halsey, Hugh Kempl, James, Bant Perry, and John Brown.

Frosh Win 6th; Hawks Are Next

It was victory number six for the Idaho Vandals Tuesday night as they scored their sixth in the last week. Lewis Clark Normal War.

The Vandals prepare for the football game tonight, St 눧aught to be the best junior team in the league, the Vandals have a 3-to-1 record in the season. The only loss to the rock-bottom team in the league, the Vandals are 3-to-1 so far in the season.
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